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1. Introduction 

1.1 This Character Appraisal describes the overall character of Hemswell Cliff as a 
village, as well as the character of its individual neighbourhoods. It forms part of 
the “evidence base” for the Hemswell Cliff Neighbourhood Plan, informing its 
spatial strategy and design policies, serving as a supplementary planning 
document to the Neighbourhood Plan, and providing the basis for Design 
Guidance for Hemswell Cliff. 

1.2 The location and design of developments such as new housing, new buildings for 
business use, new community and service buildings, and extensions to existing 
buildings should be informed by, and respond appropriately to, the character and 
history of Hemswell Cliff, as described here, as well as by best practice in 
sustainable design and construction. 

1.3 What are now the commercial and industrial parts of Hemswell Cliff focus on, and 
extend from, the original operational heart of the RAF base from which the village 
originates. The legacy of recognisably military buildings, within a strong, 
regimented and symmetrical layout, with formal planting and landscaping and a 
mixture of functional, recreational and aesthetic spaces, is central to Hemswell 
Cliff’s distinctive and special character. This extends from the operational core and 
runs through the residential areas. 

1.4 A building listed (Grade 2) as being of architectural and historic interest, the former 
Officers' Mess, now Hemswell Court, is an iconic building that majestically reflects 
the exact way officers' messes were back in the 1930's when it was built. The 
former officers' houses on Lancaster Green also originate from the same period 
and beautifully reflect typical RAF officers’ housing at that time. There are other 
officers' houses from the 1950's and the mostly post-war “married quarters” 
housing for other RAF ranks is generally of a good quality, with gardens for each 
family home and open spaces for all to enjoy. 

1.5 A defining characteristic of Hemswell Cliff’s landscape, as a former RAF base, is 
the large areas of open, mowed grass lawns as well as, in many parts of the 
neighbourhoods, trees, especially pink blossoming cherry trees, fruiting cherry 
trees, rowan trees, apple trees, and an array of prunus varieties. As growth comes 
to Hemswell Cliff, the current ratio of green space to houses needs largely to be 
maintained. 

1.6 This character assessment paves the way for Design Guidance appropriate to the 
village and to national policy. 
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2. How to use this report.  

2.1 The Report will be used to identify design principles and recommendations that 
will be expressed in Design Guidance which will be used by the Local Planning 
Authority when assessing planning applications developers should take fully in to 
account in the design of their proposed developments. Those principles, and 
request modification to or even refuse applications that cannot demonstrate to 
have taken such principles into adequate consideration. The principles and 
recommendations section will be set for each Neighbourhood Area and will be 
referenced in relevant Neighbourhood Plan Policies. 

2.2 Evidence and information drawn together in this report relates not only to the form 
and character of the built and physical environment, but also to how people live 
and work in Hemswell Cliff. As such, the information is central to the development 
of the Neighbourhood Plan’s strategy and policies.  

2.3 Extending beyond the Neighbourhood Plan’s regulatory function as part of the 
statutory Development Plan, this report also supports the development and 
articulation of broader community aspirations. It sets context for designing and 
considering schemes affecting the functioning and appearance of the public realm, 
including those interventions that cannot be directly controlled through the 
planning system (e.g. road resurfacing, traffic management, planting, etc.). It can 
also inform the Parish Council’s priorities for Community Infrastructure Levy 
(C.I.L.) spending strategies, S106 agreements, funding applications, and 
community-led initiatives. 
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Hemswell Cliff Designated Neighbourhood Plan Area 

  

 

 

Contains OS data © Crown copyright and database rights 2020. OS Li-
cence No. 100018701.
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3. General overview of the Neighbourhood Area 

Surrounding Landscape and Natural Features of the Wider Area  

3.1 The East Midlands Regional Landscape Character Assessment (2010) places the 
Neighbourhood Plan Area within the Character Area referred to as  “Limestone 
Scarps and Dip-slopes”, a long, narrow area with a north-south alignment 
encompassing the limestone escarpment of the Lincolnshire Cliff north and south 
of Lincoln, rising eastwards from the Trent Vale. Geologically, the area is underlain 
by Jurassic limestone, and the Neighbourhood Plan Area currently falls within the 
Limestone Mineral Safeguarding Area, as defined in the Lincolnshire Minerals and 
Waste Local Plan. The type of bedrock and superficial geological condition 
influences the soil of the Vale (and consequently the Parishes), which is generally 
a lime-rich loamy soil, moderately fertile, mostly classified as a Grade 2 
Agricultural Area. The area is free-draining, thanks to the underlying limestone 
and chalk layers, and this explains the shortage of natural open watercourses in 
the area (although dykes and drains are present). The topography and soil allow 
for extensive agriculture, and in fact the village of Hemswell Cliff is surrounded by 
arable lands, agricultural fields, and agro-processing industrial facilities. 

3.2 From a landscape point of view, the Limestone Scarps and Dip-slopes area 
represents a prominent landscape feature when viewed from the Trent Vale and 
toward the spring line villages at the base of the escarpment, or looking down on 
the Vale from the elevate vantage point close to the edge. The latter vista can be 
enjoyed travelling westward from Hemswell Cliff, but not from the village itself, 
which sits in a relative flat area of the dip slope and it is surrounded by large, open 
rural fields. The flatness of this part of the dip slope promotes the presence of 
medium to large fields with a strong geometric character. Intensive agriculture has 
resulted in the removal and decline of hedgerows to accommodate large 
machineries. This has reduced habitat and shelter for birds and other animals, 
already limited because the dip slope is sparsely forested or covered in grass land. 

3.3 Settlements in this landscape area are quite evenly spaced in a linear fashion, 
either at the base of the escarpment (corresponding with places where springs 
emerge from the limestone bedrock, hence the name “spring-line villages”), or 
further to the east of Ermine Street, on the margins of the adjacent fenland fringes 
(again in correspondence with emergent springs). Ermine Street, a Roman road 
probably built following an even earlier route, is a key landscape feature that acts 
as a “spinal cord” for the whole landscape, with longitudinal and elongated 
parishes running roughly at right angles to the road, on both sides.  

3.4 In this regard, Hemswell Cliff is an exception, due to its origins as a military airfield. 
Due to the absence of substantial villages, its dryness and its flatness, the 
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limestone dip slope was ideal for the construction of airfields. The later conversion 
of the redundant air base into a residential and business settlement has placed 
Hemswell Cliff in an unusual location for a settlement, in between the scarp and 
Ermine Street. The original purpose and form of the military base is still evident in 
the layout, built form, and spacing of open space in the village, as well as building 
design and resulting housing tenure in different parts of the village. 

3.5  West Lindsey District Council’s Landscape Character Appraisal Study (1999) 
identifies an almost identical Character Area (called “Limestone Dipslope”), but 
presents more in-depth analysis of the geology of the parishes, highlighting the 
presence of Lincolnshire limestone and Jurassic clays which become overlain by 
the drift deposits of alluvium, boulder clays, coversands and gravels.  

3.6 The appraisal highlights the values of landscape diversity and contrasts in 
landscape character. The Appraisal Study recommends a number of landscape 
objectives and principles that should be considered and replicated in the 
Neighbourhood Plan. In particular:  

• Management of hedgerows and verges along enclosure roads will ensure 
that these distinctive landscape features are retained.  

• There may be opportunities to retain the runways and key airbase buildings 
(traffic control towers, hangers) as focal points in the new development to 
conserve links with the history of the site.  

• Existing trees and hedgerows on the fringes of villages provide a diverse, 
relatively soft edge. Any new development should be accompanied by new 
planting which is designed to frame rather than screen views from the 
surrounding farmland.  

• The existing mature trees within most of these villages help to assimilate a 
variety of architectural styles and to provide a distinctive sense of enclosure. 
New developments should be designed to incorporate trees of stature (ash, 
horse chestnut, oak) as focal points within the overall layout, as well as on  
boundaries.  
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4. Village Character 

Open Green Space 

4.1 Being a development of houses that came into being between 1938 and the 
1950's, (except for a few new-builds which have kept to the same spacious 
standards) houses in Hemswell Cliff all have views to open grassed area or have 
grassed areas very nearby to which residents can walk for leisure enjoyment and 
tranquillity. Many have trees to enjoy and for children to play in and under. The 
Google satellite image clearly shows the great number of green spaces there are 
in Hemswell Cliff. 

Map of Residential and Business Green Spaces 

 

The satellite image clearly shows the great amount of green space in Hemswell Cliff. 

 

 

 

Contains OS data © Crown copyright and database rights 2020. OS Licence No. 100018701.
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There is a large grassed field belonging to the Hemswell Cliff Parish Council which 
is available for use by all residents. Outdoor events, open to the whole village, take 
place here. The playground is owned and maintained by the Hemswell Cliff 
Residents' Company. 
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A second playground (not pictured here) is located in the open green space 
overlooked by houses on Minden Place. There is a double football and tennis ball 
court built and maintained by the Parish Council for the use of all residents and it is 
greatly used, especially by the youth of Hemswell Cliff. 

 

The Parish Council has also provided a sheltered seating area and a climbing wall, 
both of which are used by the youth, with younger children especially enjoying the 
climbing wall. 
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Some homes have large front gardens as well as back gardens. 

 

 

Local residents have a good deal of open green space in front of their homes. 
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Many homes have views to farmers' fields as well as having their own gardens. 
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Hemswell Court, the former Officers' Mess, is a Georgian style WWII landmark, 
Grade II listed, featuring spacious landscaped grounds and a diverse collection of 
mature trees. 

 

Satellite image reveals abundant green space at Hemswell Court. 
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Blossoming cherry trees are planted throughout the residential and business areas 
of Hemswell Cliff. New developments would do well to tie in with the existing village 
by planting blossoming cherry trees. 
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5. Character of the Residential Neighbourhoods of 
Hemswell Cliff 

5.1 The character of the different neighbourhoods in Hemswell Cliff has been in great 
part defined by the history of the buildings and how they were originally separated 
purposely in order to keep Royal Air Force officers' and other ranks' housing 
geographically partitioned. This dichotomy (difference) can be observed simply by 
looking at the former Officers' Mess (now Hemswell Court) and the former officers' 
houses (around the green oval at Lancaster Green and the rectangular 
development of detached houses at Canberra Crescent) and contrasting these to 
the former Sergeants' Mess and the other ranks' houses. 

5.2 This former RAF Hemswell is rare in its layout because it has kept its pre- war 
road layout and has an RAF ambiance although now is privately owned. Additional 
houses were added post WWII, including farming cottages (Creampoke Crescent) 
and semi-detached sergeants' houses (Gibraltar and Plassey). The resulting 
different neighbourhoods are geographically separated by the A631, with large 
former officers' houses to the south and other ranks' smaller and sometimes 
terraced houses to the north.  

5.3 There is a wide division too between the cost of the properties so that a 
professional income level is needed to own a home on the south of the A631 
whereas houses to the north vary greatly in price from middle income properties 
to housing affordable to those on low incomes. This difference in size of properties, 
style of houses and housing costs has naturally brought about a difference in 
socio-economic levels and life styles which causes residents of different 
neighbourhoods, generally, not to come in contact with those of other 
neighbourhoods. Some residents purposely get to know people from the entire 
community. 
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6. Neighbourhoods South of the A631 

 

 
 

Hemswell Court 

6.1 Hemswell Court is a Grade II listed building because it retains its WWII RAF layout, 
Georgian architecture and preserved trees. Grand events are hosted here in the 
beautifully decorated and furnished rooms and public voting takes place here. 
Hotel rooms, events, and dining and fireworks displays are of top quality and there 
is a tennis court and extensive gardens for the use of guests. A number of high-
quality flats are located on the north side of the building and these are rented by 
residents who enjoy the small private gardens, parking spaces and a quiet, 
peaceful, secluded lifestyle. 

 
 

Hemswell Court flats are spacious and of 
the same high-quality build as the Court 
itself. Flats include gardens of varying 

sizes. 

Primrose Room, Hemswell Court 

 

 

Contains OS data © Crown copyright and database rights 2020. OS Licence No. 100018701.
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Lancaster Green approach to Hemswell 
Court 

View to a garden of a Hemswell Court 
apartment 

Lancaster Green 

6.2 Lancaster Green consists of 10 former officers' houses of Georgian style, all 
detached with four bedrooms and more, all with large gardens. Two of the houses 
are three storey. There are 2 houses on the green built post-war which do not 
have a Georgian design and have 3 bedrooms. Along the entry road and along 
the spur of Lancaster Green are 7 further detached houses built between 1950 
and 2010. There is also one new build on the green, the architecture of which 
blends in perfectly with the wartime builds of the late 1930's.  

6.3 Houses have 3, 4, 5 and 6 bedrooms. All of the road is privately owned and 
maintained. The green is jointly owned, is a shared private space and has a 
covenant agreement requiring each owner to keep his/her piece of the green 
mown and not built upon. Neighbours of the green all know each other by name 
and form a small community, as do the residents on the spur of Lancaster Green. 
There is a positive community feel to the place and residents’ value their 
residences for the large, quality homes, extensive gardens, front views to the 
private green space, and the tucked away feeling of being on their own with a 
manageable number of friendly and supportive neighbours. Many express the 
view that they like being a small community of considerate and caring people. 
They have formed a Neighbourhood Watch here to help maintain safety for all. 
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View of former Wing Commander's house 
on Lancaster Green from the green 

View of the straight spur of Lancaster 
Green 

 
 

The house built in 2000 fits in well with design of the RAF war-time houses 

Creampoke Crescent 

6.4 Creampoke Crescent is a cul-de-sac made up of 12 semi-detached houses, each 
with a garage, good-sized back gardens and with southern frontal views to open 
fields. These were originally cottages attached to a local farm and were built in the 
1950's. The residents enjoy a quiet life and most of them know and get along well 
with their neighbours. The single access from Dog Kennel Lane isolates the street 
and helps keep residents and properties safe. 
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A view of Creampoke Crescent 

Canberra Crescent 

6.5 Canberra Crescent is a circular or rectangular road with one central access off the 
A631. The 27 former RAF officers' houses are detached and built to face the 
privately owned and maintained road, with back gardens adjacent to each other. 
All have garages, driveways and large gardens, Residents are content with being 
a small, quiet community whose residents support one another. The secluded 
road and adjoining back gardens provide natural surveillance which the residents 
appreciate. 
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7. Neighbourhoods North of the A631 

 

Neighbourhoods North of the A631 
 

James -- Owner occupied and rented; terraced with gardens; one detached; shared car 
park and 6 garages 
Anderson – Owner occupied and rented; terraced with gardens 
Minden – Owner occupied and rented; semi-detached and terraced with gardens and 
open green spaces; single garages grouped together nearby 
Capper – Owner occupied and rented; terraced with gardens  
Plassey & Gibraltar – Mostly owner occupied, semi-detached with gardens and single 
garages 
 Lloyd Place – Owner occupied semi-detached with gardens, garages, and shared open 
space 
Bettesworth, Louisberg & Buchanan – Primarily rented, some owner-occupied, terraced 
and semi-detached with gardens, shared car park and numerous single garages  

 

 

 

 

 

Contains OS data © Crown copyright and database rights 2020. OS Licence No. 100018701.
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James Road 

7.1 James Road runs parallel to and behind Capper Avenue. There are five terraced 
houses facing east, a large carpark, and six garages clustered together near the 
school. The back gardens abut those of the Five terraced houses directly behind 
them on Capper Avenue. A paved footpath runs between the south end-terraced 
house on Capper Avenue and the one on James Road, which also means it runs 
behind 5 of the back gardens on the north side of Anderson. There is another 
footpath running between the first five terraced houses on Anderson and the next 
Five terraced. 

  
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

7.2 These footpaths running between and behind houses are part of a Radburn style 
of housing development, designed to allow movement through the development, 
easy access to neighbours' houses and to carparks. The principle is to allow 
community flow of residents to encourage social cohesion, but in practice, the 
Commission for Architecture and Built Environment (CABE) working alongside the 
Design Council between 1999 and 2011, did six case studies which showed that 
“an unbroken perimeter block layout sets very clear definition of public fronts of 
buildings and private amenity space behind, with no rear access [which] improves 
the security of dwellings and back gardens” (from report, Creating Safe Places to 
Live Through Design by CABE and the Design Council) For many of the remaining 
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streets of Hemswell Cliff north of the A631, there are block layouts of houses with 
gardens in back abutting each other, but footpaths running alongside and between 
back gardens do not allow totally private space and also allow easy access to back 
gardens by hopping a fence. The public space and private space is defined, but 
the private space is far too intersected by public footpaths to provide high security.  

7.3 The Creating Safe Places by Design research also found that safety from theft 
and vandalism of cars is at its best when “parking is well integrated into the streets 
and overlooked from surrounding housing, most of which is on-plot or in small 
courts at the front of the dwellings or in street lay-bys(...).If rear or side parking 
courts are used, they require careful design at a detailed level to ensure they are 
small, close to owner’s dwellings, overlooked by occupied rooms and without 
opening significant rear access to many dwellings. They should not connect to 
footpaths and should have landscaping and design detail that matches the design 
quality of the “front” of schemes.” This carpark to the front of James Road and 
behind Anderson is large enough for 20 cars, opens up access to the rear of 
houses on Anderson and is connected to two footpaths. This type of design needs 
to be avoided in planning any new housing developments at Hemswell Cliff in 
order to increase safety by design. 

7.4 Radburn-inspired development typifies some of the remaining streets north of 
the A631. The Radburn design began in New Jersey, USA, in 1929, and its British 
interpretation featured streets to the back of houses, where cars could park, while 
footpaths with gardens and lawns were to the front of the houses. This was in 
order to allow residents to walk to amenities and to each other’s' homes without 
having to use the street, thus avoiding cars. This design scheme became popular 
in the UK but has not always worked out well in large housing estates such as 
Hemswell Cliff.  

7.5 This is because some of the houses have a street in front of their houses as well 
as in back of their houses, such as on the south side of Anderson Road. This 
means that it is hard to tell which is the front and which is the back of the house, 
and these houses have two sides exposed to the public view so that the back side, 
where they park their cars, has different styles of fences and different places 
where the Royal Mail must leave their post—some at the front of the house, and 
some at the back.  
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Anderson Road 

7.6 Many of the terraced houses on Anderson Road are owner-occupied and well 
maintained inside and out. Rented properties too are well maintained. The Google 
satellite image shows clearly that the houses on the north side of the road (lower 
part of the photo) have the road and footpath as well as parking to the front of their 
houses, while their back gardens have access to a large carpark and cluster 
garages to the back. Here the fences are in line which makes for an attractive 
appearance. On the south side of the road (shown in photo here) there are also 
parking bays on the road and behind the houses, where some have garages and 
some do not. Each home owner has built his or her own fence and as these do 
not line up and are of different materials, it makes for an irregular and some would 
say untidy look to the backs of the houses even though they are for the most part 
well maintained. Postal letter boxes and slots are at the front of the house for 
some, and at the back of the house for others, which can be confusing for anyone 
delivering post or fliers.  

7.7 The Google street view images here show Minden Place which is the back road 
behind the Anderson Road houses. This clearly shows the neatly maintained back 
gardens and garages as well as the unsystematic fencing structures and footpath 
between Anderson Road and Minden Place. Many of the residents are 
stakeholders, committed to maintaining their properties to a high standard and are 
active in community involvement for the betterment of Hemswell Cliff. 

 

 

 

Contains OS data © Crown copyright and database rights 2020. OS Licence No. 100018701.
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Anderson Road, fronts of houses View from Google satellite shows roads in 
both the front and the back of the houses. 

 

Minden Place 

7.8 Minden Place is atypical of most residential streets because it runs behind Lloyd 
Place houses (on the oval), continues northeast and joins a large rectangular circle 
road with a spur to the south-east. The layout of houses here is most in keeping 
with the Radburn style of development because there are no roads to the front of 
these houses, only green space, footpaths, and pruned hedges. Residents' front 
doors open onto green space and footpaths and cars are parked to the back of 
the houses. Some of these houses have garages near the house, and others have 
access to the rows of 20 garages along the Minden Place spur. There are two 
carparks at corners of Minden Place, many green corridors and green open 
spaces. The satellite image below clearly shows the fronts of the houses having 
footpaths bordered by hedges and views to the open green space and playground 
for those houses built around the green.  

7.9 Houses to the west also have fronts facing footpaths and hedgerows, with parking 
to the back. It is the same for the houses on the south side of the spur of Minden 
Place, their front doors facing a footpath to the south and their letter boxes 
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positioned where the front doors are. Two semi- detached houses on Minden face 
the road with back gardens behind, but the remainder of Minden Place is in the 
style of a Raburn development.  

7.10 When the year six children of the Hemswell Cliff Primary School did a walkabout 
with the Steering Group and consultants from OpenPlan, they were almost 
unanimous in saying they loved playing at the Minden playground best because 
they felt safest there, away from the roads and the public eye, and that they felt 
watched over by residents who could see them from their houses. Some 
disadvantages to the design are that the residents have no truly private space 
because their back gardens are along the road with wooden fences to afford some 
privacy and it can be confusing to know whether one enters by the front or back 
door when visiting. 

 

  
Footpath to fronts of terraced houses Footpath to fronts of large semi-detached 

houses 
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Large semi-detached houses 
surround playground 

Back gardens and driveways along the 
road 

 
 

Bank of garages along Minden Place 
Open Green Space and footpaths 

between houses are enjoyed by many, 
especially the children. 

 
These semi-detached houses face the road and have garages. 
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Capper Avenue 

7.11 Capper Avenue is the main road into the northern housing estate of Hemswell 
Cliff. Most of the houses are terraced, and there is one semi-detached house along 
the curve of Capper Avenue. The front doors face the street, and back doors and 
gardens of more than half of them face green mowed avenue and footpath, whilst 
a few of the houses have back gardens and garages that open onto a Capper 
Avenue carpark. Some of the houses are owner-occupied, and some are rented, 
with most of the homes being kept attractive with tidy front gardens and back 
entryways. 

7.12 There are a number of small green spaces along Capper Avenue which provide a 
pleasant natural feel to the neighbourhood. In the photo to the right, a footpath is 
visible straight ahead, that leads to the carpark and to further footpaths to Lloyd 
Place and to Minden Place. These interconnecting footpaths make it easy for 
residents to walk to each other’s homes without crossing many roads, but also 
provide lack of secure back gardens. Many older children and youths enjoy moving 
round the neighbourhood together on foot or on bicycles. The former NAAFI and 
SPAR shop is now a detached house with extensive gardens. 

 
 

 
 

 

View to some houses on Capper 
Avenue Capper Avenue carpark behind houses 
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Plassey Road and Gibraltar Road  

7.13 Plassey Road and Gibraltar Road together make up a small and accessible but 
partitioned neighbourhood. These houses were built in such a way as to keep 
them somewhat separated from the other houses because they were officers' 
houses. The semi-detached houses are all built to a high standard and comprise 
driveways with garages and good-sized back gardens. The residents of this 
community tend to know each other and feel comfortable in their relationships to 
one another. There is a fence and hedgerow separating Gibraltar Road from the 
parallel footpath that runs past the front doors of houses on Minden Place. The 
road is privately maintained by the home owners on these two roads and there are 
some parking bays along the road.  

 

 
 

 

View of corner of Gibraltar Road with 
Minden Place houses behind and 

hedgerow separation 
View of Plassey Road 

Lloyd Place  

7.14 Lloyd Place is comprised of good-sized semi-detached houses built around a 
small, oval green. Although connected to the carpark of Capper Avenue via a 
footpath, there is a feeling of seclusion here due to the layout. Each house has a 
driveway and garage, a large swathe of Residents' Association maintained lawns 
between the footpath and their own front lawn or garden and fenced back gardens. 
The houses to the south of Lloyd Place abut Minden Place and have driveways 
and garages on Minden, with gateways through to their back gardens and houses. 
The houses to the west and north have driveways and garages on the front side 
of their houses, with access from Lloyd Place. This small cul-de-sac, hidden away 
from the rest of the neighbourhoods, is a quiet and peaceful idyll inside a large 
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housing development. Residents are very pleased with the situation here. 

  
 

View upon entering Lloyd Place View from the central green towards 
north 

  

View from community green strip 
around oval 

Two garages and back gardens on 
Minden 

Bettesworth, Louisberg & Buchanan Roads  

7.15 This area is a community formed of mostly terraced and some semi-detached 
houses which all are built to the same high RAF standards as the other homes of 
the village. Some houses are owner-occupied, but the majority of these houses 
are rented or leased from landlords. Many of the residents keep their properties 
looking attractive, although a minority are less well maintained. Some residents 
from this neighbourhood go out of their way to add value to the entire community 
by running a youth club for resident young people. Back gardens are small, but 
since some of the families living here are related to one another, they sometimes 
gather in small groups on the areas of lawn to the fronts of their houses, sitting on 
lawn chairs, to socialise.  

7.16 At times residents have been seen enjoying the shared green space near the A631 
to set up children’s play activities. Back garden spaces are not as secure as they 
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could be because footpaths run between all of these back gardens except the 
ones between Buchanon north and Buchanon south. There are garages clustered 
together in an open space between Bettesworth and Louisberg, as well as a bank 
of garages on Buchanon, parallel to Gibson Road to the west. There are also some 
garages on Buchanon and Capper. A small car part is located at the west end of 
Louisberg Road. 

Terraced houses on Bettesworth  North-south segment of Bettesworth 

 

Houses on Louisberg and carpark 
 Louisberg houses and shared green 

strip 

Louisberg entrance to garage area & 
footpath  

 Louisberg garages 
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Bettesworth Road and houses Bettesworth garages viewed from 
A631 

 

 

 

 
 

Residences at Post Office and Next to Post Office on A631  

7.17 There are two residences which are part of Hemswell Cliff which are not in any of 
the afore mentioned neighbourhoods. These are the house above the Post 
Office/Today shop and the detached house next to the Post Office/Today shop. 
These residents do not have any near neighbours except each other: 
notwithstanding being on the periphery of the village, they are integral part of 
village life. In one sense, the owner of the house which is the Today shop and 
Post Office knows more people in the village than any of the other residents 
because so many of the residents use the shop and Post Office. 
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Today shop and Post Office with house House next door to Post Office & shop 
and HC Parish Council Notice Board 

Spital-in-the-Street  

7.18 Spital-in-the-Street is a small hamlet situated on the A15, only 1 mile from 
Hemswell Cliff. Houses on the west side of the A15 and north of the A631 are 
considered to be part of Hemswell Cliff as regards planning and development. 
(The east side of the road is in the Bishop Norton planning area.) There is a 
centuries' old history to this little hamlet which is summarised in the history section 
of the Neighbourhood Plan. 

Housing and Residents at Spital-in-the-Street 

7.19 There is one semi-detached house with garages on Spital Avenue and a further 
four detached houses along the west side of the A15. These houses are beautifully 
maintained and landscaped. One resident from there reports that there is a feeling 
of isolation there in Spital although neighbours do know each other by name and 
have amicable relationships. One resident of Spital is a member of the Parish 
Council of Hemswell Cliff so there is some good communication taking place 
between the hamlet and the village of Hemswell Cliff. Neighbours tend to know 
fellow neighbours on the same side of the A15 and not those on the opposite side, 
for the obvious reason that a major highway runs between their houses. At least 
one resident has shared that there is no safe footpath from Spital to the petrol 
station and shop at Caenby Corner, nor is there one down Spital Lane in order to 
reach the footpath leading to Hemswell Cliff post office. This lack of footpath leads 
to even greater isolation. 

7.20 The A15 is a dangerous crossing with only traffic bollards and an island to help 
keep pedestrians safe. The 50-mph speed limit is of some help, but a lower speed 
would be better. Advanced Driver Training teaches that if a person is hit by a 
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vehicle travelling faster than 30 mph, the probability of a fatal accident increase 
considerably. 

 

  
 

Barn conversion on A15 Farm entrance on A15 

 

 

 

Last house on the west side of the 
A15 at Spital-in-the- Street Detached house on Spital Avenue 
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8. Industrial & Commercial Area  

General Setting 

8.1 The Character Area analysed in this section focuses on the commercial and mixed 
used site (referred to as Commercial Core in the Map below) that occupies a large 
part of the former RAF Hemswell base and that have been converted, mostly to 
commercial and office uses. This section also briefly describes the Sunday Market 
Area, a field covered in grass and a network of gravel roads, used for the weekly 
car boot market. They are clearly separated from the residential parts of Hemswell 
Cliff, that border them to the south and east. 

8.2 Although they are sometimes considered a single entity, the Commercial Core can 
be clearly distinguished from the Industrial and Storage Area that borders it to the 
north and to the east. Although some buildings in the Industrial and Storage Area 
(most noticeably the hangars) contribute some architectural and landscape 
importance to the Character Area, the two areas are quite different due to their 
history, predominant land use, architecture and layout, public access etc.   

8.3 This assessment focuses on the Commercial Core and the Sunday Market Area. 
The Food Enterprise Zone (FEZ) and Industrial and Storage Area have not been 
analysed in detail: the FEZ is still mostly agricultural fields, and the Industrial and 
Storage Area is mostly inaccessible for visitors and non-specialist. The landscape 
and character impact of their structures (e.g. the grain silos) have however been 
considered in the analysis of the Commercial Core and Sunday Market Area. 
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The layout of the site and the road network  

8.4 The network of roads within the Commercial Core is laid out in a rational fashion, 
very likely an inheritance from its military origins. This planned approach to road 
layout facilitates legibility of the base and organises the area into well-defined 
blocks. Four main roads (Learoyd Road, Gibson Road, Barton Road, and Aaron 
Road) run roughly parallel to each other, along a south-west to north-east axis, 
with the exception of Learoyd Road which curves to follow the alignment of the 
four hangars. Two key perpendicular roads complete the grid-iron layout and 
provide connectivity throughout. The A15 is a dangerous crossing with only traffic 
bollards and an island to help keep pedestrians safe. The 50-mph speed limit is of 
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some help, but a lower speed would be better. Advanced Driver Training teaches 
that if a person is hit by a vehicle travelling faster than 30 mph, the probability of 
a fatal accident increase considerably. 

 

 

8.5 This almost grid-iron layout defines regular blocks, which tend to be covered in 
grass and bordered by tree lines and occasional verges. Each of these blocks is 
normally occupied by either a single building positioned at the centre of the plot, 
or two to four buildings regularly spanned along the length of the block and aligned 
along its central axis.  

8.6 Buildings tend, therefore, to be set back from the road and surrounded by 
extensive grassed areas: minimisation of density is an inheritance from the military 
planning approach, potentially used both to facilitate vehicle traffic and to minimise 
the extent of damage from possible air raids.  

8.7 The open-plan approach (characterised by the absence of walls, fences, or 
hedgerows separating the plot from the road) provides a sense of openness along 
those roads devoid of tree lines, allowing full appreciation of the buildings. Even 
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on those boulevards lined by trees, a sense of openness is immediately 
perceivable while standing in the grassed area or on the driveway accessing each 
building. In some cases, large and tall hedgerows block these lines-of-sight and 
reduce the sense of openness provided by the otherwise open-plan layout.  

 

  

Office Building within the hemicycle Gibson Street with Nissen Hut 

  

Open-plan approach Open-plan approach 

  

Open-plan approach Tree line boulevard, Barton Road 
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Tree line boulevard, Between Barton 
Road and Aaron Road Tree line boulevard, Aaron Road 

  

Tree line boulevard, Aaron Road Tree line boulevard, Barton Road 

8.8 The southern tract of Gibson Street is the key access to the estate, and it is 
perfectly aligned with the main axis of symmetry for the whole Commercial Core 
Character Area. The access road diverges into two separate roads in an elegant 
hemicycle fashion, and the two branches continue into the central roads of the 
grid-iron network, strengthening the feeling of symmetry. This particular axis 
bisects most of the buildings placed on the central spine and it is aligned with the 
Water Tower, a key landmark of the former base.  

8.9 A secondary axis of symmetry can be identified, bisecting the Parade Square and 
the two buildings on the opposite sides of the square (north-eastern and south-
western sides). The Parade Square (now used mostly as a car park) is the largest 
open space in the Character Area, and acts as a central location for the whole 
development. The square also hosts the Memorial, which carries the insignia of 
several regiments and squadrons which served here. 
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8.10 The buildings on both sides of the square provide a sense of enclosure, completed 
by the line of flowering cherry trees on the other two sides, which shelter the 
surrounding buildings. The buildings themselves present symmetrical facades, 
and, although different in form and massing, their front doors align to each other 
across the square.  

8.11 The square is bordered by Barton Road and Aaron Road, along which a 
succession of “H-block” buildings mirror each other each side of the secondary 
axis of symmetry. While the façades of these “H-blocks” perfectly aligns, on the 
northernmost corner of Aaron Road the introduction of a black, corrugated sheet 
clad shed protrudes forward from the building line, and appears inappropriate, not 
simply due to its shape and material but also for its location 
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Parade square North-east side H-blocks Buildings on the Square’s side 

  

H-blocks Buildings on the Square’s side H-blocks Buildings on the Square’s side 

  

Aaron Street Shed Aaron Street and Parade Square 
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Views from within the Parade Square Views from within the Parade Square 

  

Views from within the Parade Square The Memorial 

 

8.12 Buildings located on the western side of Gibson Road (northern tract) have a more 
regular, rectangular shape and a denser layout, but still present a well-defined 
building line: on the lower part of the road, however, the introduction of an 
industrial shed protrudes forward from such well-defined line. The shed is also 
inconsistent with the character of the area in terms of massing and materials used. 
The eastern side of Learoyd Road is a dense collection of small, one-storey 
buildings and scrapyard areas, in a peripheric location compared with the rest of 
the Commercial Core. This road is a cul-de-sac, bordered on the western side by 
a fence separating the Commercial Core from the Industrial and Storage Area.  

8.13 The four original hangars are arranged along a curving line to the west of Learoyd 
Road. Although not part of the Commercial Core, the hangars (in particular, the 
southernmost three) are an important visual feature in the landscape due to their 
imposing height and massing, although partially screened by mature trees to their 
front. They have retained part of the original appearance and character, and are 
a visual testimony to the aviation past of the area.  
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Gibson Street Buildings Gibson Street Buildings 

  

Industrial Shed Gibson Street Hangars 

  

Hangars and scrapyard Hangars 

8.14 The south-east corner of the Commercial Core is occupied by the former 
Sergeants’ Mess. As the name suggests, the buildings originally function as a 
mess hall for non-commissioned officers, in a similar way that the building now 
known as Hemswell Court performed that function for officers. In the more recent 
past, however, it hosted several businesses and facilities serving the needs of the 
residents and functioned as a central location for community life. The site is 
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accessible through a gateway in the fence separating the Commercial Core from 
the Residential Core of Hemswell Cliff, which leads to the back of the building. A 
perpendicular road (effectively, the continuation of Aaron Road) lined by tree runs 
in between the Sergeants’ Mess and the recently refurbished M.U.G.A. (Multi-Use 
Games Area). 

8.15 The building has a distinct reversed-凹 shape, with two lateral one-storey wings 
enclosing a courtyard in front of the main elevation of the building (two-storey, with 
a hip-roofed addition). The courtyard is enclosed and sheltered on the south-
western side by a tall hedgerow and line of trees, which continues alongside a 
footpath lined by cherries towards the Commercial core. Unfortunately, a fence 
prevents pedestrian access to the estate where the footpath meets Gibson Street. 
The whole area is in a state of abandonment and delapidation, with overgrown 
grass, derelict fences and broken windows.  

  

Sergeant Mess Sergeant Mess 

 

 

Sergeant Mess front footpath Sergeant Mess side footpath 
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8.16 Notwithstanding the presence of open grassed areas, the Commercial Core 
presents limited empty plots that can be developed without a negative impact on 
the original layout of the base. The most noticeable example of such plots is at the 
top of Aaron Road; currently, this empty plot allows for a direct view over the 
massive grain silos in the background. 

8.17 The Sunday Market Area is an empty field covered in grass and crossed by a 
network of parallel gravel roads that allow access to the trading pitches. Although 
during the week, this is not a particular interesting areas, it gets active and 
animated on Sundays when the market is on. The openness of it allows for good 
views over the hangars form the A631 and Gibson Road. 

  

Empty Plot Hangar and Sunday Market Area 

Land Use 

8.18 The Commercial Core presents a combination of light industrial and 
manufacturing, office, retail and food and drink uses. Until recently, a residential 
care home was also active in the area. 

8.19 Interestingly, the majority of existing businesses and retailers in the Commercial 
Core deal with antiques (the largest antique retailing complex in the estate, the 
Hemswell Antique Centre, is advertised as the largest indoor antique market in 
Europe). The area attracts a large number of visitors, especially on Sundays when 
the car-boot Market is organised in the grass and gravel field to the south of the 
character area. The Sunday Market used to be much larger, extending from the 
dedicated site and running along the roads of the Commercial Core: according to 
operators / owners of several businesses in the area, this used to make a positive 
economic contribution to their activities. 

8.20 Other commercial businesses include a garden nursery, a blacksmith, and a 
bathroom retailer, as well as furniture restoration businesses and two cafés. In the 
recent past, a kitchen fitting business was also active in the estate. Although the 
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site presents other types of activity (e.g. offices, vehicle repair, food enterprise, 
etc.) there appears to be an opportunity to promote the area as a retail centre for 
homes and garden furnishing and equipment, alongside the antique trade aspect. 
This would promote a broader visitor economy and diversify the employment 
opportunities and public amenities offer in Hemswell Cliff.  

8.21 Notwithstanding the presence of two cafes, most residents of Hemswell Cliff do 
not currently have many reasons to venture into the area, and the extensive 
presence of extensive fences only exacerbates this disconnection. The Industrial 
and Storage Area and the FEZ are generally not accessible from the Commercial 
Core, although a number of controlled and gated access do enable some workers 
to support the existing cafes. 

8.22 The Character Area has ample parking areas, located in front of key buildings and 
in the Parade Square. Some of these are fully occupied at peak times, but often 
only sparsely used. 

Streetscape and Landscaping 

8.23 Gibson street is the only vehicular access to the site (Bettesworth Road is blocked 
by a barrier). The road is bordered by a combination of short hedgerows and newly 
planted trees, with a different rhythm and spacing on the two sides of the road: 
despite that, the overall impression is still that of a road lined by hedges and trees. 
On the western side, the view across the Sunday Market area towards the hangars 
is iconic. The gate at the entrance of the site presents an elegant hemicycle railing 
and brick pillar, topped by Art Deco lanterns. However, the character of this 
entrance is somehow diminished by a clutter of signs and maps, which tend more 
to confuse the visitor, than to facilitate understanding of the site. Traffic is limited 
within the development, although it is understood that, on occasion, HVG drivers 
have mistaken the commercial area for the industrial one, forcing them to reverse 
in relatively narrow roads.  

  

Gibson Street Entrance Brick Pillars 
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Brick Pillars and Lanterns Signs and Maps at the Entrance 

8.24 From the Residential Core, the Character Area can be accessed using the 
walkway along Bettesworth Road, or the footpath behind the Sergeants’ Mess. In 
both cases, a short opening in the fence allows access, but this is not particularly 
welcoming or convenient for pedestrians, cyclists, or people using wheelchairs, 
mobility scooters, etc. The other original access, the cherry tree-lined footpath in 
front of the Sergeants’ Mess, is interrupted by a fence at the junction with Gibson 
Road.  

8.25 Notwithstanding the presence of a few gates, in general the industrial, commercial 
and residential areas of Hemswell Cliff are separated from each other by a 
combination of fences and a lack of vehicular links. Although a certain level of 
separation may be necessary to promote safety and privacy for residents and 
businesses, additional, planned connectivity could be beneficial for Hemswell Cliff 
as a whole.  

8.26 Roads within the development are generally tarmacked, and lack any sort of 
walkways or bicycle lanes: although there is limited traffic in the areas and vehicles 
proceed at moderate speed, sharing the road with cars may be intimidating for 
pedestrians and difficult for people with limited mobility. Roads tend to lack any 
seating as well.  

8.27 Most of the long, rectilinear roads forming the grid-iron network are boulevards 
lined by mature cherry trees and other tree species of comparable height. The 
trees channel the views along these streets, and are tall enough to shelter the 
surrounding buildings when standing in the road or in the Parade square. Such 
views are particularly pleasant in spring, when in blossom.   
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8.28 Solid lines of cherry trees have survived in Aaron Street, Barton Road, as well as 
along the footpath in front and on the back of the Sergeants’ Mess. However, some 
trees have been lost over time, and replanting would be welcomed. Assuming it 
was once present, the line of trees has been almost completely lost on Gibson 
Street.  

 
 

8.29 Several other mature trees of different (and taller) species are present across the 
areas; in particular in front of the three hangars, within some of the green verges, 
and along the boundaries of the Commercial Core. There are a few large and tall 
mature hedgerow lines in some of the grassed plots. While some of these 
contribute to the definition of plots and are consistent with the open layout, other 
are less in keeping with the character of the area. The contribution mature trees 
make to the character of the Commercial Core and the emphasis placed on 
planned and formal landscaping should be recognised, and potentially 
protected/emphasised through landscaping and replanting schemes.  
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Gibson Road  Gibson Road 

  

Barton Road Hedgerow  Aaron Road Hedgerow 

  

Gibson Road Trees Gibson Road Hedgerows 
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Learoyd Road Trees Cypresses at the border of the 
Commercial Core 

8.30 Given the distance from the A631 and the presence of mature trees, noise is 
limited, with the exception of industrial noise. Although not a persistent smell, on 
certain days an unpleasant smell can be detected, which some residents and 
business owners believe originates from the anaerobic digestor in the Industrial 
and Storage Area. 

Buildings  

8.31 The site retains a number of original buildings from its military era. Most buildings 
of this period present rectangular, elongated facades, and are generally two-
storey with flat roofs. The most common material is yellow / buff bricks, or, in some 
cases, yellow-coloured concrete. The façades tend to present a strong symmetry 
in the disposition of the window bays and location of the main doors. Main doors 
are normally completed by a canopy, and in some cases surrounded by stepped 
architrave, resembling Art Deco style. Façades and windows tend to be 
unadorned, with the exception of a fascia below the roof or in between floors, 
giving the whole building a utilitarian and minimalistic appearance.  
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8.32 A few buildings have hipped roofs, or flat-tiled mansard roofs with skylights, 
effectively adding one floor. These are likely the result of more recent additions. 
Several buildings present what appear to be extensions to the original layout: in 
particular, several of the “H-shaped buildings” have extensions which infill the area 
enclosed by the “legs” of the “H”. Such extensions tend to be one storey high, and 
often replicate the original materials, positively contributing to the character of the 
building. 

8.33 The water tower is a key architectural feature and a prominent element in several 
significant views, towering over the whole site. The tower is a concrete 
parallelepiped of rectangular base and flat roof, with all facades ‘cut’ by vertical 
ribbon windows (three on the long sides, and a single one on the short one). 
Although a simple, utilitarian building, in a poor state of repair, it is an important 
heritage asset, bearing testimony to Hemswell Cliff’s military past.  

8.34 Another key building presenting a smaller, yet similarly designed, tower is located 
at the top of Gibson Street, currently occupied by Tower Antique shop. Gibson 
Road’s axis aligns perfectly with the tower: the vertical feature and the symmetry 
of this concrete building focus the line-of sight along Gibson Street, contributing 
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significantly to the character of the road. 

8.35 Buildings on the western side of Gibson Street are less interesting from an 
architectural point of view, and are a combination of one-storey brick or concrete 
buildings with some industrial shed additions; a few of them painted white or 
cream. Notably, at the beginning of Gibson Road, a Nissen Hut is still present, 
another element of the military heritage of this former RAF base. 

8.36 The Sergeants’ Mess is of a style similar to other historic buildings on the base, 
although a particular feature still present is camouflaged brickwork, meant to 
conceal the presence of the building from enemy scout planes.   

8.37 Finally, just outside the Commercial Core, the hangars are an important visual and 
architectural feature, due to their massing, large windows and distinctive roofline. 
However some of them have had alterations and extensions that are not in 
keeping with their original character. 

  

Flat roof and symmetrical facad  Traditional fenestration 
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Traditional yellow/buff bricks Traditional yellow/buff bricks and fascia 

  

Traditional brickwork Traditional architrave 

 

 

Mansard Roof and green wall Mansard Roof and green wall 
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Extension to “H-block” building Extension to “H-block” building 

  

Extension to building Typical two-storey elevation with 
extensions 

  

Water Tower Water Tower 
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Water Tower Tower Building 

  

Tower Building Tower Building 
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Octagonal Building at the entrance Octagonal Building at the entrance 

 

 

Camouflage Brickwork Camouflage Brickwork 
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Camouflage Brickwork Sergeant Mess 

 

 


